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Click the image on the left to download Georgia's story as a PDF. You could also try chalks on the patio or
shaving foam on a tray. According to the National Handwriting Association NHA , legible handwriting at
speed is essential for students throughout academia and into adult life. Present lower case letters first -- you
can quickly begin forming words so that cursive handwriting can be incorporated with other lessons such as
spelling and social studies. You don't need to have the font installed to view and print it. Boys tend to be
slower than girls at mastering cursive writing. Simply click on the image to download and print! All children
develop as individuals. Dotted alphabet with baselines The worksheets in this set are the same as the ones in
the set above, but with a baseline to indicate where letters sit on the line. See More Handwriting Tips Our blog
has lots of handy information about improving handwriting. Outline Alphabet Worksheets One large letter per
A4 page for colouring or display purposes. We help your children build good study habits and excel in school.
Handwriting Worksheets With our fonts in popular UK school styles you can easily make your own
handwriting worksheets. To help your child at home, ask how cursive is being taught at school: for example,
do they refer to entry and exit strokes, flicks or tails? Share Uni-colours? Finally, keep handwriting practice
separate from homework. What is K5? Also, check out the Cursive Alphabet Coloring Pages for some fun
cursive practice pages to compliment these worksheets. Some schools teach fully cursive handwriting right
from the start. K5 Learning offers reading and math worksheets , workbooks and an online reading and math
program for kids in kindergarten to grade 5. They then need to start joining their letters in Year 2. Lucy
Dimbylow explains everything you need to know about cursive writing, and how you can support your child at
home. She and Georgia were so pleased with the fonts that they sent me this story worksheet made with the
Cursive Writing Lined font to share with others. Colour is a means of expression for everyone, with its own
meaning that varies from culture to culture. Not only does handwriting have many academic benefits, it can
also be good for cognitive abilities and for creativity! Our handwriting worksheets are recommended for
children in KS1 and KS2. You can also encourage your child to do other non-writing activities to improve his
fine motor control, such as colouring and dot-to-dot puzzles. Our handwriting worksheets focus on everything
from improving the fine motor skills which are needed for stability and dexterity, to hand strengthening
exercises. Georgia's Story Georgia's Mum bought a set of fonts from this site when her daughter changed
schools and needed to learn a new style of handwriting 'from the line' which she'd never come across before.
Practice handwriting whole sentences with our printable cursive sentences worksheets. The worksheets
address common issues and enable practice in a fun and novel way! Thank you Georgia and Mum! Each
worksheet has lower case letters on one page and upper case on the next.


